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Welcome to the third issue of ‘Impact’, the Celtic Neighbours newsletter.

Thank you for joining us on this stage of the journey. It’s a very busy little
number, this one: we begin with several star-jumps of celebration, praising
and congratulating people and places who’ve made a great impact on our
lives and work, then we sprint through a series of updates on projects
hurdling ahead, and as a finale we dance an exuberant gavotte to introduce
two new Celtic Neighbours initiatives. 

We hope you’ll enjoy the show, and when you get your breath back, please
contact us and tell us what was most useful to you, most entertaining – and
what you could do without next time.

Contents:

Pages 3-8: Celebrations: Nick Capaldi / Aras Eanna / Dath an Dóchais /
Shetland

Pages 9-11: Updates: Cân y Bugail / Barddair an Cheoil

Pages 12-14: New Beginnings: Hansel / Directory / Oran a Ghibhrail 
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Nick Capaldi
 

“Fantastic – Who’s red and who’s blue?” Nick’s office at the heart of the Arts
Council of Wales is glass-sided, open and accessible to all. Visiting a colleague of his
one afternoon, I walked past on my way out with a box of Subbuteo – a children’s
football gane and a present for my grandson – under one arm. That unpretentious,
exuberant welcome is typical of the man. 

Nick leaves his post at the end of August this year, and although the loss will be
very great his legacy is immense. The whole ambience of the organisation has
come to reflect that of its leader – open, warm, honest and committed. To step into
their building in Bute Place nowadays is to step into a friendship circle, to feel
surrounded by people who share your aspirations and concerns.
 
They can’t always say yes to all your requests, they have to make hard and
sometimes painful decisions, they have to be thoughtful and responsible
custodians of the public money they’re entrusted with – but like their quietly
charismatic leader, they will treat even the smallest organisation with
consideration and respect, and do their best to give you all the encouragement and
support they can. ‘Twas not ever thus.

 

CELEBRATION



If it wasn’t for Nick,” says Pete Telfer, director of the film and video company
Culture Colony/ Y Gwladfa Newydd. “we wouldn’t be here now.” I don’t know how
many other animateurs would say the same thing, but it would be many. Celtic
Neighbours certainly owes its survival over the years - and its current successes -
largely to him. His calm, dispassionate advice in difficult situations, his
combination of an always positive approach with an unerringly accurate
diagnosis of weaknesses, and his willingness to go the extra mile whenever it
could help have made him the most valuable – and valued – friend Celtic
Neighbours has ever had. 

“Yes, he’s a lovely man,” said one of his senior colleagues the other day. “But be
warned – don’t ever offer him a drink. I bought him a glass of wine when he’d not
been here long, and nearly had to take out a second mortgage. He’s certainly not
a house wine drinker.” Whatever the cost, Nick, Celtic Neighbours would be
honoured to buy you a drink any time we meet – to have a friend who combines
honesty, consistency, commitment, criticism and above all human warmth is a
privilege indeed.

Nick will be succeeded by another old friend of ours, Siân Tomos, and it will be
great to have a woman and a Welsh-speaker leading this nationally important
organisation. Croeso, Siân – you may have a very difficult act to follow, but
you’ll be following in the footsteps of a truly great man.

Siân Tomos



Aras Eanna
 

Aras Eanna, the arts centre and community hub on Inis Oirr in the Aran Islands, is
based in an abandoned woollen factory. It may be one of the least lavishly
funded arts institutions in Europe, but it is also unquestionably among the most
innovative and dynamic. As the Covid pandemic intensified across Ireland last
year and restrictions of all kinds inevitably intensified, the response of Aras
Eanna’s director Dara Magee was typical. “If the island can’t come to the centre,”
he declared. “the centre will go out into the island. The island will become our
gallery.” He was true to his word, and moreover at a time when performers
across Europe were chewing their fists with frustration and making desperate
appointments with their bank managers, Dara and Aras Eanna were streaming
concerts to more than a thousand people, earning rewards for musicians of all
levels as well as training young people on the island in technical skills.

CELEBRATION



So it’s fitting that we join with them in celebrating the centre’s twenty-
first anniversary – a magnificent achievement in times so troubled, and
especially for an impoverished gallery on a small island out in the
Atlantic Ocean. And with what confidence and brio is Aras Eanna
celebrating this landmark moment – twenty-one curraghs have been
built on the island, and each one sent to a different artist to transform
into a unique artistic expression and return to Inis Oirbr. The curragh has
always been a powerful icon of the Aran Islands; now the islands are
becoming a frame and setting tor the curragh. We wish Aras Eanna
another twenty years of incredible and uncompromising creativity.



Ealaín na Gaeltachta, in partnership with Údarás na Gaeltachta, is delighted to
celebrate forty years of the Gaeltacht’s visual artists in an online exhibition, Dath an
Dóchais. The exhibition is a celebration of 40 years of support by Údarás na
Gaeltachta for the visual arts in the Gaeltacht: https://dathandochais.com/

The online exhibition has been curated by Úna Campbell and the team at An
Gailearaí, Gaoth Dobhair. The virtual experience features an audio element, as well as
a commissioned essay by art critic and selector Catherine Marshall.

The exhibition illuminates the breadth and diversity of work being made by artists
who live and work within the Gaeltacht and celebrates several generations of artists.
Widespread access to the arts has always been a priority for both Údarás na
Gaeltachta and Ealaín na Gaeltachta. The exhibition being held online, while
necessitated by the pandemic, also ensures that the exhibition can be accessed
throughout the Gaeltacht as well as nationally and internationally.

Speaking about the exhibition Úna Campbell, An Gailearaí said: “This exhibition
clearly demonstrates the strength of vision and eloquence of each of the artist’s own
visual language assembled here within the prism of the geography and spirit of the
Gaeltacht”.

CELEBRATION



 
Shetland

The compelling thing about Shetland is that you never catch up with it. A friend
says the year here is like a spring: midsummer stretches out to a long, thin
tightness, then winter snaps us back to the short dark days. The seasons shift
quicker than your body can adjust, so there are months of dragging yourself
onwards towards Christmas or speeding to reach touching distance of the
simmer dim*. Circadian rhythms get hopelessly syncopated. Another friend likes
winter best of all, because ‘it’s private’. The idea of places like Shetland as
empty, remote, unpeopled landscapes gets a lot of push-back from the people
who awkwardly happen to live in them. The sense of celebration about
summer’s arrival is partly the visibility of those people in the place. After the
spring flowers, roadsides and beaches burst out in humans. Everyone might be
stretched a bit thin, with a whole winter day’s-worth of bright time beckoning
after normal work hours, but every year – never mind in a socially-distanced
year – it’s a kind of feast. 

*The midsummer twilight, when it never gets dark. Shetland has lots of its own
words related to seasons. Look for Shetland ForWirds on Facebook and
Instagram (@shetlandforwirds), or the Facebook group Wir Midder Tongue, to
see and hear Shetland dialect in use. Lots of information is available on Shetland
ForWirds’ website, https://www.shetlanddialect.org.uk.

Siun Carden (page 10) shares her personal celebration of Shetland, its
language and its seasons:

CELEBRATION
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The Gods seem to be smiling on this project at the moment. This good fortune may not

last for ever, so we are doing everything we can to maximise progress while we can.

We’ve used the generous development grant the Arts Council of Wales awarded us to

build awareness of the initiative in communities across Europe, to strengthen our

networks in each partner country, to build up an effective database and to draw creative

and committed partners into what has become a strong and resilient steering group. 

We have used the delays forced on our programme by Covid to prepare the ground

thoroughly for the exchange programmes taking place in 2022, have created a specialist

fund-raising and financial strategy sub-committee, and will be meeting face to face in

Moddergat, Fryslân, in October.

A remarkable aspect of this project is how it’s been spawning new interactions along the

way: Meg Rodger’s forthcoming exhibition in Wales between February and April 2022 you

already know about https://www.taigh-chearsabhagh.org/events/auour-the-deepminded-

meg-rodger/, and two others are described below.Besides all this, the Basque artist Juan

Gorriti and the Welsh artist Nicky Arscott are beginning work with young people to create

icons of upland farming culture.

Cân y Bugail

U P D A T E

+

+
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Siun Carden from Shetland researches and

teaches at the University of the Highlands

and Islands, plays a leading part at the

Institute for Islands Creativity, works also

with young people and is a passionate and

innovative knitter. Siun has already

instigated the ‘Hansel’ project and is playing

a leading part in planning ‘Oran na

Ghighrail’, the forthcoming digital gathering

both described below.

+

+

The project has been reinforced by three exciting new partners, who are each already

adding value and excitement to our work. 

Snorri Hilmarsson from Iceland, once a

shepherd himself, is currently restoring a

disused herring-salting factory as a state-

of-the-art cultural centre on the north-east

coast. The centre’s opening is imminent,

and it will be an important nucleus of this

project over the next few years, and will

exhibit the work of our cover

photographer Ragnar “Rax” Axelsson

<https:// is/behind-the-mountains/> , one of

Iceland’s leading photographers.

Dragan Cicvaric is Senior Curator at the

Siro Gojno open-air folk museum in the

mountains of Serbia. He is already

working with us – and particularly with

Jacob Bosma in Fryslân - to prepare the

way for shared exhibitions, exchanges of

artists and performers, and much more.



This grassroots collaboration between
Irish- and Welsh-speaking performers
is also developing fast. They made
their first digital recording in April,
broadcast in collaboration with
Culture Colony and supported by two
wildlife charities.

They are now rehearsing – still digitally
– for their first live tour in September,
when three open-air concerts are
planned for bird reserves along the
Welsh coast, each within sound and
sight of the sea. Next, in January 2022,

they will perform together again in
Galway City and the Aran Islands.

U P D A T E



Hansel is a Shetland word for a special gift,
and our ‘time of gifts’ is just what it says on
the packet. No briefs, no project leaders, no
designated outcomes, no external funding,

no time limits, no models or templates or
protocols, no strings and no rules. It’s just
about giving and receiving some presents
“from the heart” as Jacob in Fryslan puts it,
from one upland or sheep-farming
community to another. A group of people in
each of our seven communities will, we
hope, join together to send a gift of things
encapsulating their way of life to people in
another, with their best wishes. How they
choose what to send, what background or
other material they send, and when they do
this is entirely up to them. Nothing is
prescribed. And similarly, it’s entirely up to
the recipients how they respond. Maybe
they will want to send something back,

maybe they will want to create something
with what they’ve received, maybe they’ll
want to make an exhibition and begin to
create a network of interested people -

maybe they’ll do none of these things, or all of
them, or something completely different reflecting
the resources they have and the way their
community does things. There really are no rules -
it’s a time of gifts. From the heart.

People in Shetland and in Wales are already
coming together and planning an exchange, and
as I write gifts are being thought about and will
soon be wrapped ready for dispatch. Others in the
lowlands of Fryslan and the mountains of Serbia
are also beginning to talk, and people in these two
very different shepherding cultures will soon be
carrying parcels home from the post office too.We
in these four communities may also include
poems and other creative work in the packages
we send - no rules.We hope other communities in
this partnership will soon begin to create their
own connections - who will be getting a package
from Iceland soon, or the Hebrides? Sending
something off to Ireland or Euskal Herria? Life is
full of surprises, and rich in unexpected
opportunities.

Hansel

N E W  B E G I N N I N G

A Time of Gifts

+

+

When is an art project not an art project?



Wouldn’t it be a great resource to have a directory of neighbourly arts centres,
performance venues and animateurs who could be relied upon to offer a warm
welcome and sound advice to artists, performers and others? A landing point for those
wanting to make contacts in smaller cultures across Europe? Celtic Neighbours is intent
on creating just such a resource, building it up gradually over the next few months. We
will incorporate instalments into ‘Impact’ as they’re ready before we put them into a
growing directory on the website. 

The first section, which will be produced by Brían O hEadhra and Kath NicLeod, will
concentrate on the Highlands and Islands of Scotland. We will publish it in the next
issue of Impact, due in November this year. Other Celtic Neighbours – committee
members and long-term partners, who know their local scene well and have worked in
it for years or decades, will be offering insights into a new area every quarter from then
on. If you have suggestions to add at any time to enrich the directory, please send them
to meic.tycerrig@gmail.com. We’ll be very grateful.

N E W  B E G I N N I N G
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Òran a’ Ghiobhair will be a digital Highland Gathering.  On October 15th & 16th this year,
Taigh Cheartsabhagh on North Uist will be hosting more than fifty farmers and their
families, community workers, language and cultural activists, academics, artists and
performers from across Europe, confronting two crucial questions – at least. What are the
common factors which enable upland and marginalised agricultural communities to
generate such resilience and resource in the face of so many difficulties? And how can
we who will gather together best support, celebrate and promote these cultures now
and in time to come? 

This event is a collaboration between Celtic Neighbours, the University of the Highlands
and Islands and the Centre for Island Creativity. It will be the first of four seasonal
gatherings, developing and reflecting on the themes that emerge from the wider ‘Cân y
Bugail’ project. The three future gatherings will be held in Fryslân, Serbia and Wales.
 If any readers would like to contribute to this gathering, please contact Danny kilBride
cyfarwyddydd@trac-cymru.org as soon as possible – he’ll be delighted, and you’ll be very
welcome.

N E W  B E G I N N I N G
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ENDNOTE
 

The Sound of Summer

Our sound of Summer for 2021 is
the first album by a prodigiously
talented young singer/songwriter
and multi-instrumentalist from
the Dingle peninsula in County
Kerry, Méabh Ni Bheaghlaoich.

It’s called ‘Míse le Meas/ Yours
sincerely’ and features her
playing bouzouki and accordion
as well as singing. She’s
composed a number of the
songs, both in Irish and English,

while others are sensitive and
innovative arrangements of
traditional ones. It’s a fabulous
collection; Méabh’s voice is a
wonder in itself, delicate and
sensitive yet capable of
enormous range and variation,

deeply rooted in tradition yet
unmistakably of this decade and
this stage in our development.
She is Sean nós and rock’n’roll, a
young balladeer and as old as
the culture she’s grown out of.
There’s nothing flashy or
egotistical in her work – every
track is characterised above all
by a quiet, consistent, confident
sincerity. If you haven’t already
done so, we think you should go
straight to <meabhmusic.com>

where you can listen for free, and
then - almost inevitably - click on
that little button that says ‘add
to cart’. You won’t regret it.

Celtic Neighbours Partnership CIC. Company registration 07690082. 
<www.celtic-neighbours.eu> Contact us: <cydlynydd@celtic-neighbours.eu>


